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S U M M A R Y

The varxalaons  with time of the tote.1 force and the distribution of
mata  prasures  on the hull bottom of a flying boat are related to the
horizontal velocity,  vertical velocity and keel attitude rclatxre  to the
mater during tho impaot. Methcds  are described for obtaining, in a form
antable  for easy analysis of results, records of these variables, in order
to verify imp,act  theories.

The equipment used included transducers for the conversion  of
physxal qucsntities to eleotrxcalsignals, dti-channol  eleotronic  amplifiers
and mwror galvanometer recorders. A shore-based cindoamera,  synchronised
nlth th6 mtornalrecorders , provided  lnformntion  on forward speed end rate
of descent.
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1. Introduotlon

Information was requlnd on the variations  with time of the total
force, the stresses m the hull structure an3 the dlstmbution  of water
pressures on the hull bottom of a flying boat on alighting. The se f orces
and pressures had to bo related  to horizontal velooitjr, vertloal  velocity
and keel attztude, relative to water surface.

Experience  frcm  earlier model and full scale experiments  of this
kind had show that wchanlcal  mstruments  for masurlng  total force and
local pressures suffured  from dlsadvantsges such as inaccurate synchronlsation
snd time-consuming analysis. Many of the disadvantages  nssoclated  with
these lr&ruments  canbe overcome by the use of eltiotronic equipment,  and
this note describtis the lns'GiLir,ti~n  and combmatlon  of a number  of such
instruments to give reliable operation, and to provide unpact  records in
a form Rhzch ~juulil  leud itsf--lf to the computation of results with  lenst
effort.

2. Quantities to be measured

2.1 Impact Parameters

The impact acceleration an3 hydr$ds nomic pressures on the hull bottom
of a given flying boat have beL.n  shown to depend on the speed, the flight
path angle and the attitude of the aircraft at impact. Verification of these
impact laws therefore demands ths measurement of horizontal velocity, vertical
velocity  and keel  angle relative to the water surface.

For the Sunderland., horizontal  velocity May vary slowly in the range
160 ft/sec  to 110 ft/scc  during fz.rst  impact and the subsequent mmpacts
where skipping  occurs,
10 rt/scc.

The maximum vertical velcclty  expected is approximately
Keel angle  nmy ohsnge from horizontal to + 15" during the impact

and 3 rsmee of - 3" to + 17' is nwassary to cover normal circuit oondltlons.

2.2 Acceleration

Measurement of the acceleration normalto  the keel of theozntre  of
gravity of a flying boat during impact is complicated  by engine  vibrations
and wing fundamentcJ and first hsrmomc vibrations. The ncczleration/trme
curve bullds up to a maximum in 0.3 to 0.7 seconds and the maximum imposed
accclarcitU3n  expeotsd  is 2.0 g.

2.3 Pressure

The hydrodynamic prt;ssurcs on the hull bottom during impact vary from
a shnrp  peak pressure ntirar the edge of the wtted surface to s. cooperatively
Steady value  of about half  of the peak value, The pressure rises  from zero
to a m-mum of &out  35 lb/sq.in.  in 0.01 seconds fsr the shsrpestwavc
fronts. Tha distribution of pressure  other the hull bottom durmg  the Impact
is of considerntle  importance.

2.4 Strnins

Thd distnbutlon  of the load  on the hull bottom throughout the
struoture  can be traced by mw.suring  the strains in sultable  members. The
rate nt which str,uns  build  up in the structure dcperds  on the location,
bdng  o,bout  0,Ol second  fur bottom plating ;ind.  0.2 second in mmn fr3meso

2.5 Time of first Impact

Zero  time in the history of an xnpact  is usually taken as the instant
at winch first contact is made nith~the w.tzr. A recorded indication of
this event is necessary.

/3. Recording Equlpnent  S..0.
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3. Recording Equipment

3.1 Descriution

To facilitate analysis and to slmpllfy  synohronisation  it is desirable
to use as few independent recorders 8s possible. Measurement of the
variation of the pressure distrlbutlon on the hull bottom during the time of
impact demands a relatively large numbor  of recorder channels with a frequency
response from 0 to at least  100 0,p.s.

A sixteen channel mirror  galvanometer oscillograph,  manufactured by
the William Miller Corporation, U.A.A., with its associated multi-channel
electronic amplifier was at the time the only available equipment suxtable
for flight usz nhoh met these rtiqurements. Two such oscillographs  were
usti  making available 32 charnels for internal rt?cordlng of pressures,
accelerations, str:uns  and angles of pitch and roll.

The amplzfxr unit has fifteen similar channels consisting of a bridge
circuit anergised by IO volts, 2000 o.p,s.,
fication at carrier frequency.

followed by txo stigas  of ampli-
The galvanometer current is obtained from a

phase sensitive  demodulator followed by a direct coupled cathode follower  output
stqe. Tht: powor  supply unit for thasL e amplifiers provides stnbiliscd direct
volt,xges at + 250 v and -150 v and includes a carrier oscillator whose output
voltages are mamtolnad  nt constant amplitude and frequency.

The mirror gslvanomtiters  in the recorder are of the D'ArsonvsJ.  type with
a coil of very small dlmunsions in a common magnet system, DNnping forces
a?e provldcd  by the blok  e.m.f . in the coil and eddy currents in the former.
The galvanometers used have a natural frequency of 165 c,p,s*  and a response
lovelnithin  2$ up to 100 0.p.s.  when suitable irdividualdemping  resistors
‘arc2  fitted. The record is made on eight inch wide photographic paper driven
by A remotely controlled motor. 6 .ins/sec  was found to be a convenient speed
for impact exper&nts. The marking of the time base and synchronisation of
records ~~11  be described later.

3.2 Instnllation

The recorders, amplifiers and power  units were installed in the wardroom
of the Sundcrlsnd  as9aown  in Figures 1 and 2, The conpact  arrangement was
adopted to enable the aqulpmant  to be completely enclosed by plywood panels
ani covers as shown  in Figure 3. It was necessary to devise some form of
protection from the htimid  salt-laden atmosphere as the removalafter  tests
from a moored flying boat of SIX units weighing up to 90 pounds each was
considered  to involve too great a risk of damage.

Experience from the first series  of tests using this installation
showed that the method  used rnls  quite satisfactory for mssnmer conditaons.
Greater precautions to protect the cqulpment, suohas the use of drying agents,
mny be nacussary  in advcrsc:  weather.

A 12 volt supply consisting of accumulators witha  total  rated cnpaclty
of 480 ,ampera-hours  was provided with.10033.  snd ranmote  switching for each power
unit and recordor. Tht!  total connected load for two sets of equipment is 75
amperes at 12 volts. Pzgure  4 shows the aooumlator  installation and low
voltago  svntching  on the port sido of the wardroom.

The connootions  for all pick ups and strain gauges were brought to a
distribution panel  on the aft bulkhead of the wardroom enabling pick-ups to
be readily selected for a particular test - Figure 2.

4. Prcssurc Gnuges

4.1 Raouirements
2

Theoretical investigation , confirmed by mcdelaoale  experirents at

/&A. F-7. . . c e 7
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3M.A.E.E.  , has shown that the pressure distribution on a hull bottom during
impacthss  a characteristic peak  near the edge of the x;dttcd  surface  followed by
n lower sustained  pressure.

In Ref.4, the imagner  pressure distribution was used in the evaluation
of a correction factor for pressures nnnsured  over a fimte area, within
the practical limits of instslla+non  in a Sunderlznd,  an instrument with a 1
inch dxmxter diaphragm rewires  an area  factor varying from 1.07 at the keel
to 1.02 at the chine. The correction is smnll+nough  to reduce to a negligible
amount  the effects of errors in area factor due to the limitations of the Wagner
distfibution  theory.

The pressure  at the wetted edg J hs a mumnun tinn to punk of 0,Ol
second. This dew&s a pressure gauge with a dynamic response free from
errors in amglitxle and phase up to at least ICC c.p.s.

The maximum valw of the peak prossure  expected during heavy lsndings
by a Sunderland flying beat was estxnated  at 35 lb/sq.m.

Adequate water  proofing of the gauges and ease of calibration in situ
are of considerable importance.

4.2 Description

Gauges to mx?t this specification were manufactured at the Royal
F-J';  Establishment. The construction is simple and is clearly snow in

A @mmn sdvd dinphraga,  1 inch  diameter at-d  0.004 inches thick
1s fitted flush with  the outer surface of the bottom plating. %pht-S.gUl
deflection is tr,ansmitted to a beryllium copper cantiltivar w?oso  bending is
icensured by strvn gsugas.

The undqed  natural frequency of vibration  of the cantilever and
dixphmgn system was found to be approxinntely  1500 c.p.s. The dmp1ng
Coefficient is very low, b&g less than 0,05  of critical for all conditions of
duphmgm imrsion. The response of the pressure pick up to pressure aaria-
tions up to 100 c.p.s. is therr?fore substantially  lcvelv~ith  a percentage overshoot
atIC ccp.s.  of less than 0.5%. Due to the very low dampi& cwfficient  and
relatively high natural frequency of vibraticn of the dinphragm-cantilever
systcmthe effects of phase distortion an? consequent displacement of a
prcssura  wave  along the time axis can be neglected.

A view of the hullbottomnith  pressure pick-ups installed is shosn
in Plgure 6.

4.3.Com9nrison  with enrlizr  instruments

In earlier full scale and mole1 scale measurements of impact pressures5
USC was made of a mechanically operated gauge similar, in principle, to the
cieotronio  gauge just described, except that the movements of the baphr.sgm
were  recorded on a glass cr metal slide by a diamond tipped lever. These
instruments were inferior to the electronic instrument in that each had its own
individual record nhich h.11 to be me,asurad from a highly magnified projection
of the recerding slide, thus causing an increase in the time required for
Lt-dySlS  0 There bins, in many  crises,  some inacourncy  in synchromsing  the
records from various  pressure pick-ups.

The results from the latest Sundorlond tests confirm that tne
Lleotronic  instruments arc more convenient to lnstnl and thd records from
them  arc much sore easily and accurately an&sedo However, m azqxeriments
where only one or two pressure gauges arc involved and extreme  accuracy in
synchronisation  is not nccess~ary, the mochaxncal  type of gauge may hsve
advantages mn simplicity of installation over the eleotronic typeso

/4.4 . ..*o
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4.4 Calibration

The pressure gauges are calibrated in situ sinoe  the pressure/
deflection curve for the pick-ups is not quite linear and a change of
eero due to slight distortion of the instrument on installation
introduces errors,

A calibrating cup was sorowed  to an outer ring to avoid inter-
femnoe nith the prcssao gauge, Air pressure applied to the calibrating
cup was measured by a dusd  weight tester.

The calibration of all pr~sure  pick-ups was carried out before and
after each s~rxs of tests an3 nero found to repeat with a maximum error
of 4s of full scale deflection. The greatest anticipated error in p&k
pr~surc  measurements  is estimated to be of the order of 5%.

5. Acocleration Measurement

5.1 Discussion

The measurement of the normal C.G. acceleration of a flying boat on
alighting is oomplioated  by thu presence of local altern~~ting  aooelwations.
The most important  of thesti vibrations in main structural members at the main
step and oentre section are engine vibrations and the fundamental and first
harmonic vibrations of the \-d.ng  when  axoited by a heavy  impact.

Troubltsome accelerations due to angina vibrations  have fmquenoies
greator  than 10 0.p.s.  and as the impact acceleration has a time to peak of the
order of 0.5 second a loa pass filtw can be used in the amplifier to attenuate
the hxher  frequencies without serious  distortion of the impact acceleration
wave  form.

Fxquencies  of wing vibration of' signifionnt  amplitude are about 3.5
0.p.s. and 8 c.p.s. and, oonsaquently,  their  effects cannot be eliminated
by a frequency discriminating circuit. It has been show in earlier work
on this subJeot that the addition in correct proportions of the aooeleratlons
tmeosured at three pomts  along the ning eliminates the oocalerntions  due to
the two predominant modes of vibraticn and gives a sensibly true measure of the
C.G. acccaloratiun. A davtlopmcnt of this-m&hod  is the electrical combination
of the signals from three acccleromzters  whose ssnsitivitics are appropriate
to their position.

5.2 Dcsori~~ti~~n  of method used

Thorc  is nvnxInble for use with the Miller equlpment  a varz&le air
g.ap  inductance  acc~lerormt~:r  nhose small size an3 weight mnka it suitable for
nircraft  USC. The Instrument, which is described elwwhere 7
and frequency rn~xr  of t

has acceleration'
12 g and O-100 c.p.s.

To r&we the effects of engine  vibrations  the out-off frequency of
the nm~lifwr low-pass filter, which normally reJects  the carrier, was
lonered  to +ttinuatc  signals above 10 o.p.s. The effects of this relatively
sdver<  curtailment of the frqquency response were examined  by Fourier
analysis-of the measured acceleration wave form and was found to cause local
changes  in wave shape whose mngnitud r3 m the worst case measured was less than
2$ of p&c ncceler3ticn. A second

7
affect of the low pass filter is the

mtroducticn  of a phase change of 8 o,p.s.  the result of ahich  IS a delay of
the accceloration  signal by 0.02 sec. This constant  delay can be allowed
for in analysis of the records.

Inspectiun  of the results of the first series of tests indicates
that less sdvere  attenuation of accelerations due to engine vibrations

/con . . . . .
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can be tolerated as during impact the engine power  is small and consequently
tnc level of disturbing signals is low. A higher cut-off frequency will, of
course, give dn improvement in the accuracy of measurement of tne Impact
a.ccelt:ration.

To eliminate the effects of wing vibrations, the signals from three
accelerometers with sensitivities corresponding  totheir  positions on the wing
nerr: combined by applying tic parallelled  output of three amplifier channels
to a sang16 galviuncmtitcr, Thu effect  of shuntAng  an amplifier output by
the output impedsncu  of two othLrs  is appreciabL3  but it can bc counteracted
by cdabrating thti accelzometcrs  individually and collectively  wxth circuit
ocndltions  as used for ntiasurement,

Tho nccelerom~ters  wcrc mounted on pads clsmptid  at suitable stations
to the web of thho  lnvcrted  "T" section which forms thti  lowr  member of the
main plane front spare

5.3 Cnlibrataon

As accelerometers with a linc~w  acccleratio~~cf:ectlon  response mere
being used+to  only 10%  of their rated frequency range, static calibration over
the range - Ig was considered daquatc. The combined accelxerometers  were
c~alibrat~d simultaneously sftzr  the amplification of the indivxiunl  chsnncls
hti been adjusted  to give sensitivities appropriate to the position of the
acccleromctzr  relative to the n&es of the fundamental and first harmonic vibrats
of the wing.

Periodical check calibrata~~ns  durang test flights mere made by recording
the inversaon  of a master  accelerometer dursng straight and level fll&t  and
following this by a record of a "I g pull-out" which,  of course, applied an
equal xcelszratian to all pick-ups.

Overall error of acceleration measuromant IS considered to be less than
0.1 g.

1~ typical accelirati~n record is illustrated by Fxgure  7. It shows
the thard impact in a lcndmg where  skapping  occurred. Where.as  the mid-!lull
acceit:romLtcr  shows  rslng  fundamental vibration  at 3.5 c.p.s.  annd  the mic?-wing
ncctilerometers, situated close to the node of the fundamentcl vitiation,
indicate first  harmonic vibrationat about 8 cDpIsr,  both these unwanted
signals  :are  effectively eliminated from the recxd  of the combined accelero-
meters.

6. Strain Giuges

Strain gauges wrc used to measure the distrabution of the impact load
on the hull bottom through the hull structure.

Commercially obtsinablc  strain gauges were ,sffixed  to selected points
en the hull structure wi"th a cold-setting cement  3nd wntepprcofed  by a
coatmng of rn,m compound, "Dijel"  followod by a cowring of "Bostic  C" cement
for meokaw,A  protection. The naterproofing mas not entirely satisfactory
and further  work is rcqulr&, to detwmme the most sultlble  mctnod  of
protection of strain gsuges in flying bc-rts.

The strain gauges were cnlibratei  by npplicztin  of a measured pressure
to n limit  artn of hull bottom by means of a water brsge

7. Annular Movement - Pitch and Roll

7.1 Method

Th.e+reqgired  range of pitchmveredkeel angles  from -3" to + '7" ad
rollover-15.
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An electrically driven ggoscope  of German origin, the Ansoh:ts  horisont-
mutter, mas used to provide a reference plane against which the pitch and roll
of the airoraft  was measured. As the uroscope  was fitted with potentiometer
pick-offs a resistance bridge circuit provided voltsges  for vxx&.  indicators
and recorder galvanometers. The gyroscope was installed with the gimbal
rings completely balanced and with the aocelerometer mounted on the inner
ring locked. The electrical erection system incorporated a bubble switch
and there were also facilities for fast erection when the rotor St&ted from
rest.

The installation of the control unit for the gyroscope and the seccmd
pilot's indicators are shown in Figures 8 and 9 end the cirouit  of control
unit in Figure  IO. A carbon pile voltage regulator provides a constant
voltiga  for the rotary convertor and indicator circuit. A double line
switch is necessary to protect the meters from tho transient voltage developed
by the convertor on switching off. Further protection from overload during
initial erection is given by a thermal delay  relsy. A remote meter switch
cuts out of circuit the pilot's indicators and the recorder galvanometers and
trebles  thclsnge  of the local roll indicator to deal  with the angles of bank
experienced  during flight, To free the gyroscope the erection switch dis-
oonneots  the erection coils,

During flight the erection mtichanism  which is, of course, pendulous,
is switched on only when no horizontal component of acceleration is applied
to the gyrosocpe and the remote meters are norn6Ll.y disconneoted. While on
the last leg of the approach the gyroscope is finslly erected and the remote
meter connect&. ImmtidiaLly prior to landing the gyroscope is freed.
The aircraft is maantained on a straight path to the end of the landing run
when a record of the horizontal datum is taken.

7.2 Calibration  and assessment of accuraq

Rotating the gyroscope on its mounting and measuring the case angle
Rith  an inclinometer enables the complete system to be calibrated. The
gyroscope case is then aligned with the keel and the transverse datum line.

A limit to tti accuracy of measurement  is the angle subtended at the
csntre  of the toroidalwirewound  potentiometer by a single turn. This
-orresponds  to approxomately 0.2'  and the angles are indicated in steps of
this nngnitude. The maximum error of measurument,  including the effects of
gyroscope precession during landing, variations of applied voltage and in&ial
oalibrntion  errors,  is estimated to be 0.5O.

8. Vertical. and Horizontal Velocities

8.1 Method

A high speed 35 mm, oinz camera running at IKI frames  per second has
set up on shorz  to travtirse In a horizontsl plan ti and photograph the flying
bolt dc>scending  before impact an3 during londmg,
whore skipping occurred.

including subsequent impacts
The camera was fitted  witi  a l/50 sec. time marker

and WIS sy~~chron~.sed  with the internal racordors,

8.2 Analysis

The aircrnft  is marked with a series of black crosses at measured
mterv.lls on a white backpround forming a vertical line and a line parallel
to the k&l. Measurement of the .spparentdistances between crosses on each
frame enables thy range  and obliquity of the aircraft to be established.
Correotion  of the measured height of the aircraft from a horizontal datum (e.g.
the horizon or the edge of the frame if the camera traverses horizontally)
gives the true height from the datum lins, A height/timi:  curve 1s obtsine:
by analysis of sucoessive frsmea and graphical differentiation gives the
vertiosl  velocity. Similarly tiizontsl  velocity sxxl keel angle can be

/derived . . . . .
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derived although these  parsmeters  are more res,dily,,measured in the aircrsft
by a low reading air speed indicator and the Anschutz  gyroscope,

8.3  Criticisms of the use of an external camera

The use of an external camera gives rise to a number of disadvantages
notthe  least of which  is the time and labour required to analyse  the film.

Veather  conditions restrict  the use of the external ccmera,  both
visibility ard wind direction being limiting factors. Further, rate of
descent is measured. relatlva  to a horizontal datum and the method is therefore
limited to calm seas with no swell. The presence&  a shore based camera
complicates the teat procedure,  requiring in addition to the photographer :-

(4 a com~ication  system, air to camera;

(b) synchronising equipment, as the time of first impact IS
not sufficiently clearly defmrd  in adverse  ccnditions$

(0) a restricted range of touch down  points, adding to the
dtifioulties  of a pilot making a controlled heavy
ldiqgg;

Minor tratbles  experienced during tie first series  of tests due tc an
unsatlsfaotory  horizontal datum line have been remedicdby  fitting a
grnticula  in the high speed camera and by malting  cn adaptor to fit
the camera to a standard F47  camera tripod which has superior levelling
faciliti.eso

0.4  Accura0.v

The probale error in the measurement of vertical  velocity by this
mans  ia high, being as great as 1 ft/sec  in 10 ft/sec,  and is manly due to
innacurncy in differentiating the height/time ourve.

9. Time of First Imoact

A water contact (Fig.11)  is fitted as near to the keel at the main step
as possible. The change in its resistance when wetted lights a neon indicator
on the second  pilot's Dane1  while part of the lampccurrent  is passed through
a galvanometer to mark the record, A correction is necessary to allow for
the small distance between the contact and the point of tha step.

'IO. Timing and Synchronisation of Records

10.1 &x.racy Required

The most severe demand  on the accuracy of time measurement is made by
the use of a smngle  mltisl signal to synchronise  the two Internal  recorders
‘and  the exttirnal tine  osm%a  over the period (say 10 seconds) of successive
impacts where  stipplng occurs. For tk internal recorders, alignment of
pressuw signals  to within two milliseconds n&es  states  a frequency differenCe
between timing systems of less than 2 parts in 1 04 As vertical velocity
is a relatively slonly  changing  parameter before impcct, the degree of
synchronf;um  required between the external camera and recorders  is loner, 0.5%
being satisfactory. The absolute accuracy needed from the recorder tirmrg
system is not high, 0.1% being more  thsn  adequate  since n limit is set to
the usable accuracy by the difficulty of measuring small tine intervals at a
papur spezd  of 6 ins/set,

IO.2 Emit system of Miller record&s

The time base of the Miller oscillograph is derived from a valve
mh-hinea 60 C/S tuning fork, driving a synchronous motor through a psrapbe
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push-pull amplifier. As the timing cwcuat 1s ormtted  from the manufacturer's
handbook it is included  as E+gure  12. An occulting disc, with twenty
radial  slots, the tenth and twentieth being wider than the others, is driven
through gearing at 300 r.p.m, Light passing through the disc marks the record
at i/100  second intervals with heavy lines every l/IO seconcl. A check at

room temperature of tuning fork frequency aganst a sub-standard oscillator
andicated that the accuracy was better than 1 in 104.

10.3 Tlmlng  of External  Camera

The timing  system of the hagh speed clne camera consxsts  of a 50
c.p.s. tunang fork which 1s malntaaned  an oscillataon by an electro magnet
controlled by a contact on the fork. A slmllar  contact i,ltsrrupts the primary
circuit of an inducti?n  co11 whose  secondary  voltage triggers a spark gap;

the light from the spark gap marks the edge of the falm  at l/50 second intervals.
Thl 9

F
'ming  systum agwtid  wr'ch that of the Mzller  recorders to within  3 parts

m 10 .

10.4 Synchronisin,g  Signals

The synchronasing system 1s duplicated both radao  and light sl&nals
being used. Anrutomatic method of oraginatxng  the sagnal reduces  the
possibility  of human error and enables a short timmg  pulse to occur soon
after the start of the recorders.

Fyure 13 is a schematac  circuzt of the recorder remote control
system and the automatic synchronising unit. The recorders.are lndlvadually
controlled by the remote control units and Jointly  operated by the sewud
palot's  push-button. Operation of this push-button, normally during the last
few seconds of the approach, starts both recorders rind  initiates  the folloging
synchronising sequence. Rclw  B operates and switches the axcraft's  V.H.F.
equipment  (TR 1430) to transmit. Relay A IS slow to make, the 150 m/set
operating  time being occupled by the switching  and accelzratxng of the
recorder motors and by V.H.F. svritchang. Thd contaots on Rulsy A are adJusted
160 that nhen A operates  the events listed below occur within 1 m/sea.

(a) ii voltage is applaud to relay  C

(b) A paw of photoflash lamps ere flred

(c) 0.25 mA is passed through a galvanomcter  In each recorder

(a) A relay  clrcult m tIx V.H.F. transtitter  is closed
causing  a 1000 c.p.s.  note to be transrmtted.

Relay C w'klch 1s :a180 slon  to operate, releases A and locks itself  in
untal  the push-button is released.

The radio signal system is a s'Imfjlifxd  varslon of that used by the
Blind Lnndang  Experimental Establishment . The 1000 c,p.s.  pulse is received
by a TR 1143 at the ground camera and fed to a parallel-T bridge nn@ifier 9
mhxh  controls a relay. This rclny interrupts the timing  clrcuat  of the high
speed camerR  for the durataon of the synchrx&ing  pulse. The V.H.F. equapment
IS calso avallrble  for voice communlcotlon.

TWO photofliash  lamps arc fitted as they frequently ftil to operate
and there 1s the possabllity  of' a single  lamp bexng obscured frcm the canera
by a float. A typical vaw of the flying boat, enlarged from tix clne
film, shws the I&t signals  - Figure 14.

10.5 Callbratlon of synchronising signals

Dolay XI the rodlo synchrrnaslng  sIgna is due to the operatang time
of the rtilsys  in the transrmtter and tuned amplifier  and to the displacement
of the spark gap from the gate an the camera. An overalldiraot  measuremtint

/of . ..P.
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of the tirre difference was obtained by applying afractloll  d' the spark  gap
trqgerlng  voltage  to an xnternal  recorder. Synchronisstion by this
method 1s to the nearest tlmi@mpdse , i.e. not better than 20 n%C.

The only slgnlficant  delay in the photoflash system is that due to
the lamps themselves, By using n photocell to record the l$ght Fulse the
average delay to 5C$ of peak light was found to be 7 m See, - 3 m SeCz
Synchronising ia possible  by this method to the nearest frame, i,e:.  to
l/loo  sec.

Il. tither Work

Verticalvelocdy is thi:  parameter whch 2s measured mlth least
accuracy and most ccxnputing labour. There 1s a need for an airborne
instrument which ~111 waswe  vertical  velocity  directly, A form of low
reading radio altwtar appears to be the most prowxng solution.

The waterproofxng of strain gauges In the presence 7s sea mater is
a troublesome problem .zYL?  the methods racommendd  by Fitch m.y wllbc
tried.

120 Conoluslnns

Electronic awpment is well suited to the messur~ent  of thz
impaot  pressures and zccelerations  experienced during the dxhting of s
flying boat especially when n number of rapidly changing  par‘smeters have
to be xlatid on a common tzne scale.

It is essential, however, that the limitations of the equipment zre
continually borne m mind ti th%t suitable precautions are taken during  the
oallbrntion,  operation ad m~aintenance  of the instruments to keep errors to a
minimum.
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